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We derive an inequality for O-designs which holds with equality iff the design is at-design. 
This inequality is then applied to the case of regular designs; that is, designs in which the 
number of blocks intersecting a given block in a given number of points is a constant depending 
only on the number of points. This analysis is used to characterize the Steiner system 9'(4,7,23) 
in terms of the derived design at two points. 
1. AN INEQUALITY FOR DESIGNS 
We will use the term design to mean a O-design; that is, an incidence structure 
@ = (fr>, ~,I), where fr> is a set of v points, ~ is a set of b blocks, I£; fr> x ~ is a 
relation called incidence, and each B E ~ is incident with k points. 
For a design @, define 
O~i~k. 
Note that in a design with no repeated blocks, (Ck> Ck-V .•• ,co) is the inner 
distribution of Delsarte [3]. The following theorem gives an inequality for designs 
which holds with equality exactly when the design is a t-design. This may be derived 
from Delsarte's result [3] that if (ao, av ... , ak) is the dual inner distribution vector 
for a design, then a; ~ 0 for i > 0 and the design is a t-design iff al = a2 = ... = at = O. 
However, we give an elementary argument for Theorem 1 which does not use 
association schemes. 
THEOREM 1. Let @ be a design with parameters as above. Then, for 1 ~ t ~ k, 
± (i)c; ~ b(k)2(v)-1 
.=0 t t t 
with equality iff @ is at-design. 
PROOF. Let A{pJ, ... ,Pt} be the number of blocks of @ containing the t points 
Pv P2, ... ,Pt· Counting flags ({pv P2, ... ,Pt}, B) in two ways, we define 
where the summation is over all t-subsets of points of @. 
Now count pairs ({PI' P2, ... ,Pt}, (B, C» such that Band C are blocks, both of 
which are incident with the points PI, P2, ... ,Pt. Note that we allow B = C. Then 
The left-hand side is equal to 
b ± (i)c;. 
;=0 t 
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Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 
(~) 2: (A{Pl, ... ,p,})2 ~ (2: A{PIo''',P,})2 = b2(~) 2, 
which establishes the inequality. This holds with equality iff A{Pl""'P,} is a constant: that 
is, iff g; is at-design. 0 
COROLLARY 2. For a 2-design such that distinct blocks intersect in at most a points, 
This follows by letting t = a and noting that any block intersects at most 
L(v - k)/(k - a)J blocks in a given points. 
2. REGULAR DESIGNS 
A design with block intersection sizes Xl> X2, ... ,Xs is said to be regular if the 
number of blocks intersecting a given block in Xi points is a constant ni depending only 
on i, called the block valency for Xi' If a design is regular, the blocks of the design form 
a regular subset in the Johnson scheme in the sense of Delsarte [3]. Let Xo = k and 
no = 1. 
PROPOSITION 3 [1]. A (s -I)-design with s intersection sizes is regular. 
PROOF. Given a block B, let ni be the number of blocks intersecting B in Xi points. 
Counting blocks C =1= Band j-subsets of points contained in Band C in two ways, we 
obtain 
i (~i)ni = (~)(Aj - 1), 
}=1 J J 
j = 0, 1, ... , s - 1. 
The values for nl are determined uniquely by these equations. 0 
In terms of the notation of Section 1, ni = cx" and Theorem 1 for regular designs is 
as follows: 
THEOREM 4. Let g; be a regular design with parameters as above. Then for 1 .;;;: t .;;;: k, 
i (Xi)ni ~ b(k)2(V)-I, 
.=0 t t t 
with equality iff g; is at-design. 0 
In certain cases, this theorem may be used to give a condition for regular t-designs to 
be (t + I)-designs. 
COROLLARY 5. Suppose that g; is a regular I-design. If for some point p, g;P is a 
regular t-design with block valency xinJk for intersection size Xi -1, then g; is a 
(t + I)-design. 
PROOF. g;P is a regular t-design with v -1 points, k -1 points per block, and bk/v 
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blocks. Therefore, by Theorem 4, 
± (Xi -1)Xini = bk(k - 1)2(V _1)-1. 
i=O t k v t t 
Now, 
2: X · 2: X· - x·n · 
· ( ) • ( 1) i=O t +' 1 ni = i=O 't t ~ ~ 
Therefore, ~ is a (t + 1)-design. 0 
Using Proposition 3, we can restate this for designs with a specified number of 
intersection sizes. 
COROLLARY 6. Let ~ be a t-design with s intersection sizes. If one of the following 
holds, then ~ is a (t + 1)-design: 
(a) t ~ s and for some point p , ~p is at-design; 
(b) t = s - 1, block intersection size 0 occurs in ~, and ~p is at t-design for some 
point p . 
• PROOF. Note that in either case, both ~ and ~p are regular t-designs. Let mi be the 
block valency for intersection size Xi - 1 in ~p. We need only show that mi = xinJ k. 
Suppose s ~ t. Then, by Proposition 3, ml> m2, ... , m. are the unique solutions to 
the equations 
• (x. - 1) (k - 1) ~ '. mi = . (Aj+1 - 1), 
,=1 J J 
j = 0, 1, ... , s - 1. 
For ~, the analogous equations may be rewritten 
± (~i -1)Xini= (~-1)(Aj -1), 
i=l J -1 k J-1 
j = 1, 2, ... , s 
and hence 
t (Xi -:- 1)Xkini = (k -:- 1)(Aj+1 - 1), 
,=1 J J 
j = 0, 1, ... , s - 1. 
Therefore, mi = x;nJ k. 
If s = t + 1 and ~ has intersection size 0, we may assume Xl = O. The argument is 
essentially the same as above, starting the summations at s = 2, and using 0 ~ j ~ 
s-2. 0 
We may use Corollary 6 to prove a result of Higman [4]. 
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THEOREM 7. Let !:ilJ be a quasi-symmetric design such that !:ilJp and !:ilJpq are 
2-designs for some pair of points {p, q} . Then !:ilJ is the unique Steiner system 
9'(4, 7, 23) or its complement. 
PROOF. By Corollary 6, !:ilJ is a 4-design, hence is tight and is either 9'(4, 7, 23) or its 
complement [2, Proposition 3.6]. 0 
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